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Editorial

The theme of this newsletter is Fire, and it is a very potent one for those of us living in
Australia, having recently suffered from one of the worst bushfire seasons on record.
The scale of our fires (18 million hectares) is far greater than any in recent history.
Our current bushfires are greater than the Siberian fires (2.7 million hectares) and the
fires in the Amazon (890 thousand hectares) of 2019. And greater than the 2018
Californian fires (809 thousand hectares) and Black Saturday in Victoria in 2009 (450
thousand hectares). As I write this, the fires continue to burn, despite a recent deluge
of rain. There have been tragic losses, with 34 fatalities and 2,779 homes destroyed, and
there are estimates that the number of animals killed will be more than a billion.
In my job as an emergency services operator, amongst the calls I received included a
call from an exhausted caller who hadn’t slept for three days and had witnessed her
neighbours’ houses burn around her. Another caller drove onto the beach to escape the
flames only to find himself bogged in the sand and unable to get his car to safety. Then
I remember another exasperated caller who was at a road block and unable to return
home and was frustrated, tired, anxious and impatient. For me, these calls were a timely
reminder that the suffering of others is always present, and yet we are not always aware
of their suffering. It makes me think of the plight of people around the world suffering
not only from natural disasters, but also from the horrors of war and the everyday
injustices that many people face in life.
From a spiritual perspective the destructive nature of fire cannot be overlooked, but
Hazrat Inayat Khan also talks about the other aspects of the fire element.
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In Volume IX he says that the Sufi interprets fire as the symbol of wisdom...
To a Sufi, fire also represents purification. Pir Nawab in his last Australian retreat guided
us through an exercise in which we visualised our lives as a room full of possessions,
with the possessions representing our thoughts and feelings, some of them hidden
under a bed or in a closet where we would rather not look at them. They represent the
frustrations in our lives, and they describe the condition of our heart, and our
consciousness. As part of the exercise we visualised burning these objects as a clearing
of the heart. The intention was to strengthen our spiritual growth.
As Pir Nawab said, one of the duties of a mureed was to not be broken by life.
From a Bowl of Saki, Hazrat Inayat Khan says:
The fire of devotion purifies the heart of the devotee, and leads to spiritual freedom.
When love's fire produces its flame, it illuminates like a torch the devotee's path in life, and all darkness
vanishes.
In this edition we have some readings about fire from the great religious traditions,
along with some inspiring contributions from Nuria, Azad, Bhakti, Kafia and Kalyani,
along with a wonderful account from Zubin of the Urs of Hazrat Inayat Khan at the
dargah in February this year.
We all need to be fired up from time to time in life, which points to another aspect of
fire, inspiration. I hope that you find this newsletter inspiring!
Yaqin
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Beloved Sisters and Brothers
Autumn 2020
This has been a difficult summer for so many of us affected by the terrible bushfires and
strange weather events such as hail, storms and flooding. There is a deep feeling of loss in
the community, loss of trust, and faith, as well as a loss of homes, people and animals.
So this coming retreat ‘What Matters?’ is very relevant right now. We have been discussing
this in group and discovering much that matters, and much that does not matter at all, but
it is something that we each must face on our journey.
I have been reading a friend’s manuscript, which is a dialogue or argument between
someone, who believes in the Perennial Philosophy, that there is only the One and that we
are all part of that One, like our zikr ‘Nothing exists but God, God alone is’ and one who does
not believe this.
This has led me to really examine my own belief. There are assumptions that are made
about who and what God/Allah really is. The protagonist asks, how can there be a
multiplicity within the One, when we feel that there is an I and a Thou? But if we are part
of the Divine Being, how can we possibly know what the purpose or will of this Being is.
We have to trust and have faith. We have to experience the Divine spirit and its guidance.
We are all connected and in relationship with one another; we are not separate! These
connections are a network which can be felt and known – we feel disconnected when we
are not tuned in. How can this be explained to someone who does not know or believe?
Another assumption, I have come across is that God is good. The word God comes from
the German word ‘gut’ which means good, but to assume that God is only good is foolish.
Everything contains its own opposite – we must learn to see the good in the bad, and the
bad in the good, - there is really no such thing as ‘good’ or ‘bad’. We cannot possibly know
or judge what is good or bad. To judge is to put yourself above that which is to be judged.
We really need to follow the Divine Will on our path, but the difficulty is to recognise or
intuit, if this will comes from our ego or small self, rather than the Divine Will.
It is also strange that in this philosophy, love was not considered. God is loving and
intelligence, we are told. Sufism is Love, Harmony and Beauty and this is what we are a part of!
It is about balance.
We are still left with the issue of evil in the world. How do we deal with the narcissists, the
men who murder their wives and children, the liars, those who hurt and harm others? I
struggle with this. What would Murshid say to us? Aboriginal society has managed this to
some extent.
And yet there is so much good in the world – the people who help one another, the fire
fighters, the good neighbours. It is good to remember these, in this dark world.
What matters is the Heart and so much else.
Nuria
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Fire

by Nuria

Australia has been suffering from terrible bush fires for many months now. The fire
season started so early this year - in September already. We have all seen the images of
walls of flame and the fire-fighters bravely battling this element against all odds. People
losing their homes, pets and livestock. We saw the native wildlife, symbols of Australia
like the koala and the kangaroo, dead and injured. But we also saw the heroism of others
who rushed in to help. Of people taking in the animals, the joeys and caring for them.
A friend told me of the experiences of her neighbour, a young family with children, who
were holidaying in Mallacoota when the fires hit the town. They were evacuated to the
beach as the fires got ever closer. Then they were told to get into the water, and the heat
and the noise was terrifying. But they had to leave the water as there was an eight metre
shark nearby. After many hours they were allowed to leave the beach, then a four hour
queue for petrol and a horrific drive through kilometres of burnt out smouldering bush
and all the dead native animals and livestock. Something they will all have trouble
forgetting, especially the children.
At the time of the fires, Azad and I were on a cruise ship heading away from Melbourne.
As we sailed past Mallacoota, 300 nautical miles off the coast of south-eastern Australia,
we could see and smell the smoke from the Fires. In fact, we could not even see the sea
from the 9th deck of our ship.
The weather was extreme and crazy. When my friend’s neighbours got home to
Melbourne a storm struck. Hail the size of golf balls damaged their car parked outside.
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They had trouble getting out of the hail and into the house and my friend’s husband was
injured, hit on the foot by a hailstone. My friend’s skylight was damaged in the storm
and her bathroom was filled with giant hailstones. But they were the lucky ones. I cannot
imagine what it must be like to lose home, loved ones, pets, and livestock. For us all to
feel the loss of our native animals, insects, even the bees and their habitat. With the
habitat burned, how can these creatures survive? This will take a hundred years or more
to get over and it is not finished yet. Everyone I have met is shell-shocked by what is
happening. What can we do?
Our retreat with Pir Nawab is coming soon and we have a great need of it. The topic is
What Matters? In the face of the fires, this is something to ponder! What really does
matter? Is it faith? Trust? Love?
Before our retreat last year, I was talking with Nawab about the element breath and how
fire frightened me. I have always had trouble with the fire breath – for me it also
symbolised anger. I could never handle anger, neither my own nor that of others.
Nawab tried very hard to work with the practice and I know that others really liked his
take on it, but I remained unconvinced. Fire was too powerful for me to deal with. After
the retreat, I had two powerful dreams about fire! Fire which burns but does not
consume. It was much like the Sura an-Nur, where the light glows though no fire has
touched it.

God is the light of the heavens and the earth. His light is like a niche in which there is a lamp. The
lamp is in a glass, the glass, like a glistening star, kindled from a blessed olive tree, neither of the east
nor of the west, whose oil well nigh glows though no fire has touched it: light upon light. God guides to
His light whom He wills, and God strikes parables for human beings, and God knows all things.
Al-Qur'an 24:35
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This is a deep mystery – the light or fire which does not burn. The Pentecost is the coming
down of the Holy Spirit, not merely hearable but seeable, in the form of what looked like
tongues of fire which came down upon each believer. The text says not ‘of fire’ but ‘as of
fire’. The Holy Spirit is seen as if it was a fire which does not burn, but which is an allconsuming fire. This is a great paradox!
After the dreams, much changed for me – I no longer feared fire, in fact I revelled in it, in
an inner way at any rate. There are ways of working with fire, both inner and outer. Our
Aboriginal people have learned this in the 70,000 years they have been in Australia. They
understand fire, flood and the elements. They are one with nature, and country is their
mother. We cannot seem to be able to learn from them because we feel that we are greater.
Tyson Yunkaporta in his book Sand Talk, gives us the symbol of the emu, who is ‘a
troublemaker who brings into being this most destructive idea in existence: ‘I am greater
than you; you are less than me’. This is the source of all human misery. Aboriginal society
was designed over thousands of years to deal with this problem. Some people are just
idiots, and everybody has a bit of idiot in them from time to time, coming from some deep
place inside that whispers: ‘You are special. You are greater than other people and things.
You are more important than everything and everybody.’ This behaviour needs massive
checks and balances to contain the damage it can do.1
Yunkaporta goes on to tell a Dreaming story of a meeting in which all species sat down for
a yarn to decide which one would be the custodial species for all creation. The emu made a
hell of a mess, running around showing off his speed and claiming his superiority,
demanding to be boss and shouting over everyone. You can see the dark shape of the emu
in the Milky Way. A kangaroo (his head is the Southern Cross) is holding him down, and
an echidna is grasping him from behind, and the great serpent is coiled around his legs.
Containing the excesses of malignant narcissists is a team effort.
The basic protocols of Aboriginal society, like most societies include respecting and
hearing all points of view. Narcissists demand this right, then refuse to allow other points
of view on the grounds that any other opinion somehow infringes their freedom of speech
or is offensive. They destroy the basic social contracts of reciprocity, shattering
frameworks of harmony with a few words of nasty gossip. They apply double standards
and break down systems of give and take until every member of a social group becomes
isolated, lost in a Darwinian struggle for power and dwindling resources that destroys
everything. Then they move on to another place, another group.
Perhaps Murshid’s teachings on reciprocity can help.
This pattern is happening globally, everywhere and is indeed the cause of our suffering and
the suffering of the earth and the heavens. Please excuse the long quote but I could not
have said it better. Perhaps it will take the fire of love to overcome these attitudes, and it
does need fire. All law breaking comes from that first evil thought, that original sin of
placing yourself above the land or above other people.
Perhaps this year, there will be an uprising of hope, of ‘goodness’ so that we can feel the
love, harmony and beauty of the world and sustain, and balance Nature, in the One.
Strangely, I feel optimistic!
1. Tyson Yunkaporta. Sand Talk. How Indigenous Thinking Can Save the World. Text Publishing, Melbourne, Australia 2019. p31-32
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Fire

by Azad

Fire is something that every society, or peoples on planet earth, have been aware of for eons!
It can manifest itself in several ways. We have, and still are, experiencing fire in its most
destructive aspect as it has, reigned and raged throughout our country, fire has shown no
mercy to fauna, flora, human life and property as it tore its way through millions of acres of
forestry and landscape. It truly has been a horrifying sight as this, or these disasters, have
unfolded. And yet….
We know that the countryside will recover – eventually! In some cases it is thought that the
earth and soil may need as long as a century to do this. We have seen in other fire situations
where small green shoots appear on tree trunks in just a matter of a few weeks and this gives
us hope that Mother Nature will do her work and some semblance of ‘normality’ will reappear. We live with this hope, but we as a species, really regard this as a certainty with one
notable exception and that is the loss of our fellow human beings.
As we say in Ireland: ‘We will never see their likes again’. No words can express or convey the
sorrow and the grief that the relatives of these victims have and are experiencing. The
circumstances of their deaths are just horrendous.

And then we come to the people who are on the front line. I saw on the TV the
indomitable spirit and courage of the men and the women in the RFS, along with many
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others, who battled with walls of fire that were 24 to 27 metres high and moving with
speeds that were up to 80 kmh accompanied by a roaring noise like an express train. Can
we even begin to imagine it? What courage! What a visceral display of humanity.
The only consolation that comes from this – at this time – is the coming together of the
Australian community to help the people who have suffered so much. The politics and the
climate deniers I will leave to one side because this is an article about fire!
We as a species have always had a close affinity and relationship with fire; Fire has had a
strange, if not compelling, fascination for us over the milieu. Unfortunately this fascination
has been more negative rather than positive!
Of course Mother Nature gives us other examples, we have numerous volcanic eruptions
over the millennia. Below is a photo of a fire crater burning in Turkmenistan which has
been burning for the past 42 or 49 years, depending on which news source you read. This
is a man-made fire, in that a gas drilling rig collapsed into this crater, resulting in an escape
of methane gas into the surrounding countryside. Scientists then set it alight to prevent its
toxic fumes harming people and, or, the environment.

Fire has bee used as a means of execution from as far back as 1800 BC by the Babylonians,
Assyrians, Romans and the Greeks. This continued through the centuries.
We have people who we call arsonists or pyromaniacs, who have a pathology that brings
them pleasure in using fire as a means or a weapon to achieve this. .
We also have had institutions and governments who have used fire to burn human beings
who they considered to be threats to society – the list is endless- heretics - blasphemers –
witches. Burning by fire was used as capital punishment in some cases, unbelievably, as
recently as the 19th century!.
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We like to believe we have become more civilized over the centuries, but we still burn
effigies on bonfires - Guy Fawkes for instance in England. In Switzerland, during the Hom
Strom festival in February, effigies are burned as protection against evil.

In Northern Ireland an effigy of the Pope is burned for ‘historical’ reasons. And you have
the spectacular event in Up Helly Aa in Shetland, a Viking themed festival where up to 800
flaming torches are thrown into a replica wooden Viking longship at the burn site. It is the
biggest fire festival in Europe, but it is only one of about a dozen that are held in the
Shetlands every year. Go to YouTube to see some spectacular videos.
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Which, finally, brings us to fire worshippers, or Zoroastrianism.
Followers of Zoroastrianism now number somewhere between 100-200,000 persons
worldwide and are found mainly in Iran and India. Secrecy is a cardinal virtue of this
religious sect. I suppose the best-known thing about the followers of this religion is that
rather than defile the earth by burying the corpses of their departed, they leave them out for
the birds of the air to devour them.

However, on a lighter note to finish, my personal memories of bonfires and fire in
particular are, fortunately fairly happy ones. My childhood memories of gathering wood
for a bonfire, chopping branches off trees, totally oblivious to environmental damage
although I justify this now by calling it necessary pruning! I remember gazing into the
blazing embers with the strange hypnotic stare that fire induces. My mind would just go
blank and just be totally fascinated, and afraid at the same time, by staring into those
burning embers. At home we used to fill old empty jam jars with ‘slack’ i.e. coal dust and
small pieces of coal in our coal shed – nothing went to waste! I, of course, was a very
willing worker at this task! We had an old black range with a front grilled basket and in the
evening, the filled jam jars, when we had them, would be put into the fire and burn for
hours. The flames, at times, would turn blue and I was told that it was the fairies that were
doing that. I believed this! Then we had the bonus in the morning of the strange, weird
shapes that the jars had transformed into. A child’s delight!
One final childhood memory was that of cooking ‘spuds’ in our back lane. We would
gather up all sort of debris and make a fire. We would steal a few potatoes. Stealing felt
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much better than asking for them, and being truthful would depend on the number of
‘spud fires’ we had in any given week. We would then carefully push them into the edge of
the fire’s embers with the help of a stick. There was no such thing as tinfoil then. We would
then wait for a variable amount of time before the spuds were ‘hoked’ out by the same stick
that had ‘poked’ them in. They looked like pieces of coal. Their skin was also rock hard and
very hot! Sometimes they tasted delicious. Sometimes they were half raw. They were always
eaten! Life was simple then.
I will finish by this quote which is a more scholarly view than my ramblings on what fire
represents to me:

‘We have still to ask, What is the meaning of burning effigies in the fire at these festivals? After the
preceding investigation the answer to the question seems obvious. As the fires are often alleged to be
kindled for the purpose of burning the witches, and as the effigy burnt in them is sometimes called "the
Witch," we might naturally be disposed to conclude that all the effigies consumed in the flames on these
occasions represent witches or warlocks, and that the custom of burning them is merely a substitute for
burning the wicked men and women themselves, since on the principle of homoeopathic or imitative
magic you practically destroy the witch herself in destroying her effigy. On the whole this explanation of
the burning of straw figures in human shape at the festivals is perhaps the most probable.
Yet it may be that this explanation does not apply to all the cases, and that certain of them may admit
and even require another interpretation. For the effigies so burned, as I have already remarked, can
hardly be separated from the effigies of Death which are burned or otherwise destroyed in spring; and
grounds have been already given for regarding the so-called effigies of Death as really representatives of
the tree-spirit or spirit of vegetation. Are the other effigies, which are burned in the spring and
midsummer bonfires, susceptible of the same explanation? It would seem so.’
The Golden Bough by James Frazer
Chapter 64: The Burning of Human Beings in the Fires
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Love is Like the Fire
by Bhakti

The fire of devotion purifies the heart of the devotee and leads to spiritual freedom.
Fire has played an ongoing part in my life’s story.
When I was in my twenties, expecting my first child I lived with my then partner in an
alternative Buddhist community on the edge of the rainforest, opposite Mt Warning, in
northern NSW. We were house-sitting a geodesic dome built by friends, who had moved
to Sydney, to make a living, to support a return to their lifestyle back on the community.
The setting was extremely beautiful, as was their handcrafted home, full of their
memorabilia and their artworks – a very special place. It was off the grid, so powered by
gas for the stove, and kerosene lamps for light. Fire was considered a risk and all
precautions were taken. We had lived in the dome for some weeks, and the day before I
had finally moved in all my handmade baby clothes and Moses basket, from the van in
which we travelled. It had finally started to feel like home and my city slicker self was
beginning to feel a little less afraid of the forest, and its creatures, and the noises of the
night, including the growling of koalas high in the trees.
On the night in question, our nearest neighbours in the community had made borscht and
asked us, even insisted, that we come down to share some. The owner, who had a fear of
the dome burning, had written to us the previous week to say that the only light, which was
safe to leave on was the hurricane lamp over the sink. We left, leaving only the ‘safe’
hurricane light on, to welcome us when we returned in the dark. About half an hour later, I
walked to the outside loo, to see a massive fire. I rushed inside to raise the alarm and we all
then raced along the bush track to see the fire, which had consumed all but the wooden
uprights, the tree trunks, which supported the loft. It looked like Stonehenge in the eerie
light. People began to arrive from across the mountain. The dome was on a ridge and
known to all the alternative communities. A bucket brigade from a nearby dam was
organised to prevent the flames from spreading to the bush. The fire was contained but the
dome was lost.
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We were all devastated at the loss of such a beautiful building. I cried myself to sleep, so
distressed that we hadn’t taken care of our friends’ home. Our own loss seemed absolutely
miniscule. The next day, combing through the ruins, we were told that the fire had been
caused by a leaking gas bottle, The gas had been ignited by the flame in the hurricane lamp,
and had rapidly spread to the polystyrene foam which was used in those days as insulation
in the roof. Years later we read how its use had been banned in aeroplanes, as it was so
combustible and toxic. There were a lot of ‘what ifs?’. Two things only were left in the ashes,
a bronze of a dancing Śiva, the Hindu deity of destruction and renewal, and a Tibetan clay
tablet of Chenrezig, the embodiment of compassion. Very powerful symbols!

The same morning we drove the 800 kms to Sydney to tell the friends of the loss of their
hand-built home – a very distressing journey and task. Although full of sadness about their
loss, they both responded with concern for our health and well-being and indeed gave us
clothes to change into. Such was their understanding and compassion. We returned to
another house in the community two weeks later. Our son was born the day after we
returned.
For those interested in synchronicity, the fire that consumed the dome and eventually lead
to us moving to South Australia, occurred on the same day that Karim left England with
his small family to migrate to South Australia too. Coincidentally, we had both separately,
some years before this (probably within weeks if not days of each other), gone to a Russian
restaurant outside Kathmandu to eat borscht. (I never cook borscht without some
trepidation!)
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My son’s father, went on to become a Buddhist monk and to found a Buddhist meditation
centre close to Mt Warning and an internationally acclaimed Buddhist website. If the dome
hadn’t burnt down …?
Some years after the dome burnt down, I was flying back from NSW to Adelaide, where I
lived with my young son. Looking out the window of the plane, I saw the hills alight with
bushfire, which even with my poor sense of direction I knew was close to where we lived.
We had to wait hours at the bus station for the road to open, to journey home to the hills.
Travelling up through the burnt landscape, I was trying to prepare my son for the worst.
Farmers were shooting injured animals in the paddock as we travelled through. My son still
remembers this, almost forty years later. We found that the fire had just stopped a paddock
short of where we lived. Our rented cottage had been spared.
A group of friends used to meet for a shared meal and community gathering every Sunday
in the Barn, a home and conference centre nearby. In a circle, we all shared our stories
about the fire. A friend, David Tacey, then a young student, talked about how he had
bought a fireproof filing cabinet to house his PhD thesis on Jung. The fire had consumed
his house, and he raced to check the fireproof cabinet, which had survived the fire, to find
his almost finished thesis had turned to ash. He was so overcome at the loss of his life’s
work that he burst into tears. He described how a country policeman, big and burly, had
wrapped him in his arms and held and comforted him, much to his surprise. I spoke of my
experience of the dome and the two symbols, which were left. Destruction/renewal and
compassion, the message from the two remnants from the dome fire suddenly slotted
together. In the cycle of destruction, which often brings renewal, compassion is a key
ingredient.

Much later, living in Arnhem Land, using our Land Cruiser, I had driven some old women
out bush to collect pandanus for baskets and roots for dye. One of the old women had
decided the bush needed ‘cleaning up’, and had tossed lighted matches into it, right next to
the car. Seeing this surprise action, I leapt behind the wheel and driving over sizeable
boulders just managed to rescue the car before the whole bush burst into a conflagration.
The women laughed. I didn’t find it that amusing at the time. Fire as the purifier and
regenerator is a common theme amongst Indigenous people in Arnhem Land.
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The recent bushfires have been devastating. So many lives have been lost, so many people
have been made homeless, and so many animals have perished. It is hard to find the
positive in so much suffering, so much devastation. Yet, there has been an outpouring of
compassion as well as loss, with communities rushing to help others. Those who suffered
loss also often spoke about how happy they were that it was only their house which had
been lost, and not their family members or pets.

There is a haunting image in a novel, The Joy Luck Club, where the author Amy Tan tells her
mother’s story of fleeing from China. Refugees started the journey with lots of essential
possessions. As the road became long, and their energy failed, people started to discard
possessions, which became less important than survival. As the road continued, the quality
of the discarded possessions became better and better, as their priorities changed. In a
migration museum in South Australia, there are ceramic urns, which were brought on
Vietnamese refugee boats to carry the ashes of their ancestors. It touched me greatly to
think of people fleeing war carrying the ashes of the grandparents or parents.
Fire is both nurturing and destructive. It is the source of candlelight and campfire, light,
warmth and sustenance, as well as the conflagration. It is a universal symbol for love.
Hazrat Inayat Khan tells us that:
The fire of devotion purifies the heart of the devotee and leads to spiritual freedom.
In that fire of love that burns within our hearts, we get the chance to constantly reassess
priorities, to see what is important, what is real. In our journey towards freedom, what do
we hold dear? What dross does the fire need to clean out? When all has been burnt, what
do we have left?
Love is like the fire;
its glow is devotion,
its flame is wisdom,
its smoke is attachment,
and its ashes detachment.
Flame rises from glow,
so it is with wisdom,
which rises from devotion.
When love’s fire produces its flame
it illuminates the devotee’s path in life like a torch,
and all darkness vanishes.
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Quotes about fire from the sacred texts

Give me, O Fire, son of Ahura Mazda! well-being immediately, sustenance immediately;
life immediately, well-being in abundance; sustenance in abundance, life in abundance;
knowledge, holiness, a ready tongue, understanding for (my) soul; and afterwards
wisdom (which is) comprehensive, great, imperishable.
English translation of Holy Zend Avesta - Khorda Avesta

One whose desires have become selfless by being roasted in the fire of Self-knowledge
is called a sage by the wise.
Bhagavad Gita - Chapter 4 Renunciation of Action Verse 19 156

And there are men who say: Our Lord! Give us good in this world and good in the
Hereafter, and defend us from the torment of the Fire!
Al-Baqara (The Cow) from the Quran
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On one occasion the Blessed One was living at Gaya, at Gayasisa, together with a thousand bhikkhus.
There he addressed the bhikkhus.
Bhikkhus, all is burning. And what is the all that is burning?
The eye is burning, forms are burning, eye-consciousness is burning, eye-contact is burning, also
whatever is felt as pleasant or painful or neither-painful-nor-pleasant that arises with eye-contact for its
indispensable condition, that too is burning. Burning with what? Burning with the fire of lust, with the
fire of hate, with the fire of delusion. I say it is burning with birth, aging and death, with sorrows, with
lamentations, with pains, with griefs, with despairs.
The ear is burning, sounds are burning...
The nose is burning, odours are burning...
The tongue is burning, flavours are burning...
The body is burning, tangibles are burning...
The mind is burning, ideas are burning, mind-consciousness is burning, mind-contact is burning, also
whatever is felt as pleasant or painful or neither-painful-nor-pleasant that arises with mind-contact for
its indispensable condition, that too is burning. Burning with what? Burning with the fire of lust, with
the fire of hate, with the fire of delusion. I say it is burning with birth, aging and death, with sorrows,
with lamentations, with pains, with griefs, with despairs.
Bhikkhus, when a noble follower who has heard (the truth) sees thus, he finds estrangement in the eye,
finds estrangement in forms, finds estrangement in eye-consciousness, finds estrangement in eyecontact, and whatever is felt as pleasant or painful or neither-painful- nor-pleasant that arises with eyecontact for its indispensable condition, in that too he finds estrangement.
He finds estrangement in the ear... in sounds...
He finds estrangement in the nose... in odours...
He finds estrangement in the tongue... in flavours...
He finds estrangement in the body... in tangibles...
He finds estrangement in the mind, finds estrangement in ideas, finds estrangement in mindconsciousness, finds estrangement in mind-contact, and whatever is felt as pleasant or painful or
neither-painful-nor-pleasant that arises with mind-contact for its indispensable condition, in that too
he finds estrangement.
When he finds estrangement, passion fades out. With the fading of passion, he is liberated. When
liberated, there is knowledge that he is liberated. He understands: 'Birth is exhausted, the holy life has
been lived out, what can be done is done, of this there is no more beyond.'"
That is what the Blessed One said. The bhikkhus were glad, and they approved his words.
Now during his utterance, the hearts of those thousand bhikkhus were liberated from taints through
clinging no more.
Adittapariyaya Sutta: The Fire Sermon (SN 35.28), translated from the Pali by Ñanamoli Thera.
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28 Wherefore,

receiving a kingdom that cannot be shaken, let us have grace, whereby we
may offer service well-pleasing to God with reverence and awe:
29 for our God is a consuming fire.
Hebrews 12:28, 12:29 American Standard Version

The angel of the Lord appeared to him in a blazing fire from the midst of a bush; and
he looked, and behold, the bush was burning with fire, yet the bush was not consumed.
Exodus 3:2

A flame of fire, out of the midst of a bush. Fire was, not only among the Hebrews but
also among many other ancient nations, a very significant emblem of the Deity. God
accompanied the Israelites in all their journeying through the wilderness as a pillar of
fire by night; and probably a fire or flame in the holy of holies, between the cherubim,
was the general symbol of his presence; and traditions of these things, which must have
been current in the east, have probably given birth, not only to the pretty general
opinion that God appears in the likeness of fire, but to the whole of the Zoroastrian
system of fire-worship. It has been reported of Zoroaster, or Zeradusht, that having
retired to a mountain for the study of wisdom, and the benefit of solitude, the whole
mountain was one day enveloped with flame, out of the midst of which he came
without receiving any injury; on which he offered sacrifices to God, who, he was
persuaded, had then appeared to him.
Commentary by Adam Clarke. In the public domain. www.studylight.org/commentaries/acc/exodus-3.html
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Poetry on the theme of fire
The fire of Love burned both
the candle and the moth
If you can’t handle the fire, stay raw!
The moth burns in flame of love, so much
The gnostic from his own burning,
Falls in love with the moth
Amīr Khusrau Dehlavī
Should Love’s heart rejoice unless I burn?
All thoughts, all passions, all delights,
For my heart is Love’s dwelling.
Whatever stirs this mortal frame,
If You will burn Your house, burn it, Love!
All are but ministers of Love,
Who will say, ‘It’s not allowed’?
And feed his sacred flame.
Burn this house thoroughly!
Samuel Taylor Coleridge
The lover’s house improves with fire.
From now on I will make burning my aim,
for I am like the candle: burning only makes me
Let us be like
brighter.
Two falling stars in the day sky.
Abandon sleep tonight; traverse for one night
Let no one know of our sublime
the region of the sleepless.
beauty
Look upon these lovers who have become distraught
As we hold hands with God
and like moths have died in union with the One Beloved.
And burn
Look upon this ship of God’s creatures
Into a sacred existence that defies –
and see how it is sunk in Love....!
That surpasses
Every description of ecstasy
Rumi
And love
Rumi
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Set your life on fire. Seek those who fan your flames.
Rumi

I asked every person I know to pray for my daughter’s farm south of Canberra.
The wind changed and then the rains and floods commenced.
Wow - the power of prayer!
This morning as I scanned the news channels I heard about an elderly Queensland
farmer, Halwyn Herrmann, who predicts the weather every year using an onion and
table salt. He uses a traditional German method to predict how much rain will fall in
the coming year. He makes his predictions on New Years Eve every year and hasn’t
been wrong in sixty years.
Did you know that crocodiles never ever lay eggs in positions that floods will reach.
They know as much as onions. What's wrong with us?
Kafia
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Poem by Kalyani
Just a step
Just a breath
Just a little more with a smile
Just some joy and hope
Just a whole lot of love
I made it home
Little by little
Just breathing and hoping and loving and a bit more
And there the wings of harmony
Gentle strokes
A breeze
A movement in time
I am there
I am here
I am slowly soaring
I am coming home
I am moving on a breath in a moment of time
I am happy now
I am using the love of the ever present creator
I know the hands of time are ticking
The slow dance
The rhythm
The love
The blending with everything that is
The becoming one
It’s all there in the transparency
It is all there in the breath of the Divine

There is no other way
The energy
The intimacy
The bouncing of the walls
The firing of the light of perfection
In the creation
In the present moment at anytime
The perfection of what is
In the beauty and balance
In each and every speak of energy
The living moment of time
The joy of it
Let’s see hear and feel the love of it
As we co-create
Or as we listen to the creation of the absolute
Take a walk and breathe the moment
Let all else fall into place
Thankyou
I am gratitude
I am love
The being is
The rainbow folds around the cloud
The bird in its magnificence flies by
I breathe
I am loved
Let’s fall into each other’s arms
And become the world
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Urs 2020
by Zubin

“Yes” sounded the inner guidance, “attend the 93rd Urs
celebration organized by the Hazrat Inayat Khan
Memorial Trust in Delhi in 2020”. In India the Urs is the
anniversary of the passing of a Sufi saint, also recognized
as the saint’s ‘wedding with God’. Hazrat Inayat Khan
passed on 5th February 1927.
His Urs is held at his dargah from 3-5th February with a
sublime music programme.
By the end of January 2020 the coronavirus was emerging
and travelers were encouraged to wear masks and wash
hands frequently.
There were few masks to be had along 600 kilometres of the east coast of Australia
where the supply had either been exhausted in bush fire and smoke conditions, or was
being reserved for hospital emergency departments and health workers. The evening
before departure I found some masks for sale. The next day about two thirds of the
airline crew were wearing masks, making it harder to hear them, and causing the eyes to
speak much louder than they normally would during the masked flights of 9 hours and 5
hours.

My two intrepid travelling companions and I arrived to the always generous welcome
of the dargah, and we were joined by mureeds from Uzbekistan, Colombia, Bogota and
Ecuador. Later North Americans, Norwegians, Latvians, Europeans and Indians
attended the program. The director Dr Farida Ali and the dargah staff held a beautiful
devotion throughout our visit.
The dargah forecourt was draped with canopy and cloth and given an astroturf floor
covering. In the dargah, the coffin and its mazar (cover) were veiled with flowers, and
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resplendent dahlias were placed in the courtyard where we would be served lunch and
dinner throughout the Urs.
The sense of the bride being dressed for the wedding was palpable. Attention went to
the heart which was beating Allah hu. We are one with the community singing the love
of God.

On the first evening, in the music hall the sitar recital by Pandit Prateek Chaudhuri was
uplifting. The following Hindustani vocal by Ustad Iqbal Ahmed Khan took us to other
realms entirely. Some observed that the evening alone had already satisfied them.
On Tuesday morning the children delighted us with their presence, from angelic voiced
little ones with counting songs, to teenage boys acting moral tales and beautifully veiled
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teenage girls singing the poetry of Amir Khusrau (1253-1325). The ever-growing
sophistication of the children of the informal music class and the Dargah Hazrat
Inayat Khan Hope Project School is a tribute to the community and especially their
teachers.
After tea we gathered for the caravan session, an opportunity for invited leaders to share
wisdom. Pir Nawab introduced the session by commenting that we were actually more
like the serai, the meeting place or hub through which a number of caravans (possibly
comprising 500 or more camels) might pass on their trading journeys, story telling,
resting camels, exchanging wisdom and sharing music.
The importance of meeting places for travellers to share, revitalize and evolve culture is
evident in both caravan journeys and in the web of Songline journeys, both
mythological and practical, of Australian Aboriginal people. In 1987 Bruce Chatwin
wrote in The Songlines, about Indigenous northern Australia: “The melodic contour of
the song describes the land over which the song passes ... certain phrases, certain
combinations of musical notes, are thought to describe the actions of the ancestors’
feet. An expert song man … would count how many times he has crossed a river or
scaled a ridge – and be able to calculate where, and how far along, the songline he
was ... A musical phrase is a map reference. Music is a memory bank for finding one’s
way about the world”. In each continent our ancestors have much to teach us about
care for each other and the planet. Deep in the heart, Allah hu continued through the
stories, discussion and zikr of the caravan session.
Our biryani and dahl lunch in the courtyard was ambient and reflective, blessed by good
weather and a chance to catch up with old friends and create new ones. After lunch and
a violin recital there was a beautiful dhrupad dhamar recital by Dr Aditi Sharmar Garg.
Dhrupad is one of the oldest and sacred forms of Indian classical singing,
accompanied by a tanpura and pakhawaj barrel drum, while the performance focuses
more on the nuances of the raga and the text.
On Tuesday evening we had the rare opportunity to enjoy a santoor and sitar jugalbandi
presentation by Pandit Abhay Rustum Sopoori (santoor) and Ustad Zunain Halim Khan
(sitar). Jugalbandi means ‘tied together’ or ‘entwined twins’. It is a classical north Indian
duet where performers of equal stature share the performance which may be
instrumental or vocal or both, and was an instrumental duet on this occasion. The
evening concluded with ‘The Soul of Mystic Sound’, a rabab recital by Ustad Daud Khan
Sadozai from Kabul. The rabab is a lute-like instrument from central Afghanistan,
played with a bow, while seated and held vertically. This offering lived up to its name
and we were transported by the humility, the generosity and exquisite sound.
On February 5th, the anniversary of the Urs of Sufi Hazrat Inayat Khan, we gathered
early, meditated and processed to the shrine of Sufi saint Nizamuddin Auliya, carrying
the chaador over which the al-Fatihah was said and the blessing accompanied by the
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distribution of a sweet. We returned to the Dargah Sufi Hazrat Inayat Khan where the
chaador was laid on the coffin, sprinkled with rose petals.
The al-Fatihah was again said and ritual songs Rang and Qual, after which the sons of late
Meraj Ahmed Nizami Qawwal and party then sang qawwali, of Sufi poems and chants
of God's name (zikr). This devotional music has endured through the tradition of
Mahfil-e-Sama (Assembly for Listening), which is an expression of mystical love and the
desire to be unified with the Sufi Saints and God. Many of those present were there in
this spirit. Lunch encouraged a return to earth.
In the afternoon’s Universal Worship on the subject of responsibility, Pir Nawab and
cheragas Nirtan and Arifa reminded us of Sufi Hazrat Inayat Khan’s great task in bringing
the Sufi message of love, harmony and beauty to the world. The activity of Universal
Worship conveys the unity of religious ideals, and we were asked to consider the
question ‘What is our responsibility?’
From the Vadan we read:
Wind, what makes the sea respond to you so wholeheartedly?
- In her I have touched her deepest chord.
Wind, what have you done to thrill the whole being of the sea to passion?
-Nothing, only given a kiss.
Moving waves, the wind has left you and you are still in a commotion.
-We are still repeating the word it has taught us; it moves our whole being to ecstasy.
Waves, why do you become all excited and then all calm together?
-Because behind our individual action there is one impulse working.
Rising waves, what motive is behind your impulse?
- The desire to reach upwards.
Following tea in the courtyard, Ustad Baha’uddin Moinhiuddin Dagar gave a beautiful
rudra veena recital in the dargah.
The Urs was drawing to a close and we felt as one when Vidushi Saraswati Rajogopalan
played the Saraswati veena and included some spoken words about her choice of
composition and her instrument.

A Hindustani Vocal recital by Ustad Mashkoor Ali Khan concluded the program in the
music hall. It was as if all the sacred offerings were part of one harmonious offering,
that grew over three days, as a wave does, and carried the travellers to shore. All the
while Allah Hu resounded in the heart, reminding one of the Alankaras, that the heart
that repeats constantly the Sacred Name is exalted. The heart that receives the Divine
peace is blessed, and verily, blessing is for every soul, for every soul, of whatever faith
or belief, belongs to God.
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In 19th century Ireland - just one generation after the Great Famine had left a million dead and
scattered the Irish across the globe - a new crop failure threatened the land and its people. This time
round, a radical idea began to take hold: that famine was neither divine nor natural in origin but a
political event, based on unequal power relations. From this, the globally based Irish Land League was
born, led by the visionary Michael Davitt. Fanny and Anna Parnell's Ladies Land League would soon
follow. Ireland, and the world, would never be the same again.
In 21st century Sydney, preparations are under way for Loyola Ryan's 50th birthday. Protective older
brother of Vianney, Xavier and their sister Siena, Loyola wants his family around him on the big day even their difficult mother Kate. But Xavier has gone missing. Given his history of addiction, the
family are worried. Vianney's partner Hilary fears yet another Ryan family drama. Only Vianney is
unconcerned. He says Xavier is busy working on his novel about their glorious ancestor, Michael
Davitt. But he won't tell them anything more.
(This novel by Nauroz can be ordered through local bookstores or on Booktopia or Amazon.)
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